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Heat Detector Questionnaire for Supplier  

Please fill in Section 1 as a minimum, as much of Section 2 as possible for each detector and 

Section 3 should be completed once for each batch of detectors provided. 

Section 1: Essential information to return with the detector 

Detector ID 
Please provide a unique reference/name for the 
detector (this could be the serial No or an 
additional label you apply to the detector) 

 

Picture 
Close up of detector, preferably as installed (may 
be pasted here or provided as a separate file) 

 

Picture 
Zoomed out picture of detector as installed in the 
environment (pasted here or as a separate file or 
image reference) 

 
 
 

Manufacturer 
Which company produced the detector  

 

Model  
Usually combination of letter and/or numbers 

 

Category 
Please indicate which “mode/setting” was 
applied while the detector was in service  

A1☐   A2☐   B☐   C☐   D☐   E☐   F☐   G☐ 

Is the detector multi-category          Yes☐    No☐ 

If so, which mode/setting was used? 

 

Reason for submitting the detector: 
 
 
 

Manufactured prior to 2018?                           Y/N 
Installed in a challenging environment?          Y/N 
Observed to be unusually/excessively dirty?  Y/N 
Comments:  
 

Age 
Please indicate the installation and removal date 
in DD/MM/YY format and the no of months in 
service.  Use “??” if unknown (or a rough 
estimate) and “?” if the info is an estimate.    

 

Install date:        _____  / ______ / ______ 
Removal date:   _____  / ______ / ______ 
If above is unknown estimated months in service: 
________ 
 

Where was the detector installed? Kitchen (within 5m of a cooker)☐ 

Kitchen (>5m from a cooker)☐ 

Garage☐ 

Office☐ 

Storeroom☐ 

Other (please specify):  
 

Recent test results 

If the detector was tested prior to removal, please 
indicate the result & provide further details below 

Pass☐         Fail☐             Not tested☐                              
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Section 3: General information 

Details of 
individual/company 
Please provide contact 
details (email/phone/mobile) 
in case we have further 
questions. 

 

 
 
 
 

Purpose of site 
What is the main function of 
the site i.e. offices, hotel, 
hospital, school etc.   

 
 
 
 
 

 

Section 2: Additional information 

Reason for use 
Was there a particular reason for using 
the heat detector  

 

Purpose of room of origin 
What is the room used for where 
the detector is installed  

 

Cleanliness of environment  
Clean environment includes offices, 
hotel rooms/corridors. 
Dirty environment includes 
warehouses, derelict buildings.   
Very dirty environment includes 
workshops, construction sites, kitchens. 

Clean☐                             Dirty☐                              Very 

dirty☐  

Any extraction?  
 
 

Yes☐                                No☐ 

Internal☐                          External☐ 

Room features/use 
Are there any features/uses of 
the room which might have an 
impact on the detector 
contamination/performance? 
Please estimate how many 
meters they are from the 
detector. 
 

Hob☐                       Distance __________m 

Oven☐                    

Extractor fan☐ 

Shower☐ 

Sink☐ 

Dish washer☐ 

Dirty process (please specify)☐  

Dusty process (please specify)☐ 

Other (please specify)☒ 

 

Has the detector previously 
been installed in a different 
room? If yes, purpose of 
previous room? 

Yes☐                                No☐ 

 

Further details on recent test 
results 
Please describe the test equipment 
used and the applied pass criteria. 
 

 

Alarm history 
Please provide details if the detector 
has been exposed to a fire or has been 
the source of unwanted alarms.   
 

 


